
Intellecta™  
Automated Multichannel Analytics 
Delivering a Holistic Approach to CXM

Core Platforms & Technologies
Integrated Intellecta is an integrated part of the 
ia.Enterprise™  solution suite. Our solutions are 
comprised of an IA Service platform, an IA Core 
platform and an IA Solution platform. 

What drives all this automation is our propri-
etary iMachine™ with 3 AI engines for Natural 
Language Process and Natural Language Un-
derstanding (NLP/NLU), Machine Learning (ML) 
and Deep Learning (DL). 

Delivery and Usage Models
On-premise software, Software-as-a-Service 
and Cloud-based services
Users can switch between these options.
Scale up or down as needed
Pay-as-You-Use with SaaS and Cloud Ser-
vices
Flexible pricing and discounted options 
based on volume and applications

Free Customer Assistance Program
We maximize benefits, productivity and ROI 
through free consultation and free proofs of con-
cept (POC) before purchase. Clients get the first 
30 days of operation assistance at no charge to 
assure the best utilization of Intellecta in their 
environment. 

Our free consultation and POC ensures users 
have nothing to lose but will gain a great deal of 
insight into their own operation at no obligation.
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Challenges in Today’s Business Environment
Assuring quality, compliance and adherence for all interactions across multiple chan-
nels is challenging.  Manual quality assurance processes can’t begin to drill down 
into more than a small sample of these interactions. Additionally, big data generated 
from multiple channels can be dispersed and must first be unified and normalized 
before it can be of use. But within each interaction lies untapped business intelli-
gence and valuable clues about customer sentiment, behavior and unknown trends. 
How does one access and make use of this much valuable data? 

With so many challenges arising from digital and mobile transactions and commu-
nications, workforce optimization solutions alone are no longer adequate to deliver 
exceptional Customer Experience Management (CXM). Intelligent Automation tech-
nologies are now required to remain competitive for the reasons stated above.

Intellecta AI-Driven Capabilities
Users can unify data/media for all interactions across multiple channels. Intellecta 
automatically analyzes content and assigns performance scores per recorded in-
teraction. It helps manage compliance by protecting sensitive data and assisting 
regulatory compliance such as PCI, HIPAA and Sarbanes Oxley. At the same time, 
customer sentiment and behaviors can be detected to guide improvement in service 
and customer satisfaction. Big data derived from a large volume of interactions can 
be categorized by topic for easier retrieval, sharing and cost-effective archiving.

Automated Features
Quality Assurance Analysis for 100% of interactions and automated agent 
performance scoring
Compliance through Media Content Modification, Redaction, and PCI to Pro-
tect Sensitive Data
Repeat Call Detection for First Call Resolution Improvement
Subject, Sentiment and Intent and Behavior Discovery through automated 
analysis
Big Data Management for cost effective organization, storage and retrieval
Document & Media Management using Topical Categorization and Named 
Entity Recognition to discover most-mentioned topics
Transcription using speech-to-text technology to convert data into structured 
text documents that can be accessed, read and distributed.
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Intelligent Automation Everywhere
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Intellecta can analyze the customer journey in a holistic way 
– before, during and after service.  It performs advanced ana-
lytics to assure 100% quality, compliance and first call resolu-
tion improvement. Users can automatically tap into vast stores 
of knowledge to discover customer sentiment, behavior and 
trends. And finally, users can manage big data, transcribe it 
and categorize its content for cost-effective use and storage.
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